Enhanced Raman relies heavily on finding ideal hot-spot regions which enable significant enhancement factors. In addition, the termed "chemical enhancement" aspect of SERS is often neglected due to its relatively low enhancement factors, in comparison to those of electromagnetic (EM) nature. Using a metal-semiconductor hybrid system, with the addition of induced surface oxygen vacancy defects, both EM and chemical enhancement pathways can be utilized on cheap reusable surfaces. Two metal-oxide semiconductor thin films, WO3 and TiO2, were used as a platform for investigating size dependent effects of Au nanoparticles (NPs) for SERS (surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy) and PIERS (photo-induced enhanced Raman spectroscopy -UV pre-irradiation for additional chemical enhancement) detection applications. A set concentration of spherical Au NPs (5, 50, 100 and 150 nm in diameter) was drop-cast on preirradiated metal-oxide substrates. Using 4-mercaptobenzoic acid (MBA) as a Raman reporter molecule, a significant dependence on the size of nanoparticle was found. The greatest surface coverage and ideal distribution of AuNPs was found for the 50 nm particles during SERS tests, resulting in a high probability of finding an ideal hot-spot region. However, more significantly a strong dependence on nanoparticle size was also found for PIERS measurementscompletely independent of AuNP distribution and orientation affects -where 50 nm particles were also found to generate the largest PIERS enhancement. The position of the analyte molecule with respect to the metal-semiconductor interface and position of generated oxygen vacancies within the hot-spot regions was presented as an explanation for this result.
INTRODUCTION
Raman spectroscopy is commonly used for molecular identification and characterization through the activation of specific molecular vibrational modes (allowing "fingerprint" molecular detection). [1] [2] [3] [4] However, common applications of Raman spectroscopy were only developed in the last 50 years, primarily through the discovery of Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS). Although originally hindered by the intrinsically low Raman cross-sections of most chemicals, the development of SERS substrates enabled significant spectral enhancements allowing detection of much lower analyte concentrations, resulting in what has now become a powerful analytical technique. 5 SERS active substrates have recently pushed detection limits towards the single-molecule level [5] [6] [7] [8] , thereby opening up the potential for SERS as an instrumental technique for homeland security, chemical analysis and environmental monitoring applications, amongst others. enhancement (CE). 10 The focusing and intensification of EM fields to nanoscale volumes has long known to be possible through noble metal nanostructures via local surface plasmonic effects, originating from collective movement of free electrons within the structures. 5 When analyte molecules find themselves within such intense fields, referred to as "hotspot" regions, the Raman scattering signal from the molecular vibrations becomes greatly enhanced, normally by a factor of 10 6 or greater. 11 Charge transfer processes due to vibronic coupling of resonances in the molecule-substrate system provide additional SERS enhancements, 12, 13 often named under the umbrella term of chemical enhancements (CE) and typically enhance by a factor of 10-100. 10 Substrates which exhibit CEs are often, but not exclusively, semiconductor dielectric substrates. Although CEs are widely accepted as an alternative mechanism, to date EM enhancements through noble metal nanostructures remains the primary SERS mechanism. Yet, by employing a metal-dielectric hybrid system, for example a metal-oxide substrate as a platform for plasmonic metal nanoparticles on the surface, a synergistic SERS enhancement utilizing both mechanisms can be exploited allowing sensitive detection of trace levels of biomolecules, pollutants and explosives.
Recently, Parkin, Maier et al. reported on a novel method for SERS enhancements in these hybrid systems. 14 An additional chemical enhancement pathway was demonstrated, incorporating photo-induced surface oxygen vacancy states on TiO2 surfaces. It was reported that the oxygen vacancy defects facilitated semiconductor-defect-metal-analyte vibronic couplings, furthering the Raman enhancement. The process was termed "Photo-induced enhanced Raman Spectroscopy", PIERS. Utilizing PIERS as an additional enhancement mechanism for trace level detection, additional studies on both traditional semiconductors 15, 16 and un-conventional SERS substrates 17 have since been reported. Although within PIERS, resonant vibronic-coupling charge transfers are utilized, hence, a metal-free system would still facilitate semiconductordefect-analyte transfers with a noticeable PIERS enhancement. Yet, due to the low levels of chemical enhancement a primary role of the metal nanoparticle (NP) is to facilitate measuring of the subtle changes in the PIERS enhancement over time through causing a significant time-independent EM enhancement contribution. In addition, metal-semiconductor junctions have been shown to enable effective carrier separation, prolonging carrier lifetimes which in turn may promote vacancy formation. However, further roles of the metal nanoparticle and how the distribution of NPs affect the PIERS measurement are unknown.
Drop casting AuNP solutions, although is a cheap and efficient way of depositing NPs, often results in a large range of possible orientations of the NPs on the surface. In addition, commercial metal-oxide thin films are often found to have significant surface roughness, which can promote nanoparticle aggregation and other negative effects for SERS applications, in contrast to small discrete clusters which are favorable. 18 Further thermal annealing of the metal-oxides has been shown to smoothen the surface, although a large number of nanoscale cracks and deformations can still be found. Therefore, there are many factors that can affect the resultant position of the AuNPs on the surface. The NP shape, orientation and position on the surface has widely been shown to greatly affect the SERS intensity. 13, [19] [20] [21] By using spherical NPs effects due to orientation can effectively be removed. However, a dominant factor in SERS comes from the confined EM hot-spots, due to plasmonic affects in the form of local surface plasmonic resonances (LSPR). The size and strength of the confined field has been shown to largely depend on the distance between NPs on the surface, 18, [21] [22] [23] where typical sizes of the hot-spot regions are on the nanoscale. Conversely, if particles are too close together clustering into large aggregations can occur removing some of the field confinement responsible for SERS. It is important to note, within large aggregates effectively cavities can between exterior NPs can form resulting in confined EM fields and hot-spot regions, as with roughened surfaces. However, in comparison to discrete clusters of NPs generally these enhancements are relatively lower, hence ideally are avoided for SERS applications. However, with drop-casting introducing an element of randomness in the resultant position of the NP on the surface, it is possible the particles will not be in ideal SERS arrangements, and therefore result in areas of the substrate where the analyte molecule is masked. Yet with many nanoparticle deposition methods, such as the use of lithographic techniques, often being rather costly, a comprise is needed. The effect of nanoparticle size on the resultant distribution and SERS enhancements for practical dielectric PIERS remains unknown.
In this paper the effect of nanoparticle size on WO3 and TiO2 substrates were investigated for sensing applications using the PIERS technique. Initial SERS studies were investigated to see the effect the size of NP has on SERS intensities. Through imaging and taking a series of Raman scans and maps at positions within and on the edge of a droplet of AuNPs for each size, on each respective metal-oxide, a strong dependence on NP size was found. In addition, by measuring samples after prolonged UV exposure, with induced surface oxygen vacancies, a strong effect of NP size on PIERS enhancements was also found. This rather unexpected result was found to be independent of AuNP distribution, or other significant SERS effects, and so was attributed primarily to the position of surface vacancy states within the confined hotspot regions and the influence the effective surface area at the metal-semiconductor interface can have on oxygen vacancy formation.
METHODOLOGY

Substrate synthesis
WO3 and TiO2 films were synthesized using aerosol-assisted chemical vapor deposition (AA-CVD). For WO3 films, quartz substrates were first cleaned with isopropanol and then subsequently with acetone after which they were dried with air and placed into the CVD reactor. The CVD reactor consisted of a 320 mm-long graphite heating block accommodated within a quartz tube with three Whatman heater cartridges. Pt-Rh thermocouples were used to control the temperature of the entire system. The reactor chamber was initially heated to 300 °C. [W(CO)6] (0.06 g, 0.17 mmol) was dissolved in an acetonemethanol solution (15 ml, 2:1, Sigma Aldrich, ≥ 99.6 %) and placed in a glass flask in an ultrasonic humidifier (Liquifog, Johnson Matthey operating at 2 MHz). This was used to form aerosol droplets of a precursor solution which were transported to the heated rector chamber under the flow of nitrogen gas (BOC, 300 cm 3 min -1 ). The tungsten solution was allowed to pass over the quartz substrates in the reactor for 30 mins, thereafter the reactor was allowed to cool to room temperature. The substrates were then annealed at 500 °C for 2 hours in air, at a heating rate of 5 °C min -1 , and subsequently allowed to cool back to room temperature.
A similar cleaning and deposition method was employed for TiO2 substrates. However, the significant changes in the procedure are as follows. Titanium (IV) isopropoxide (Sigma Aldrich, 97 %, 0.5 ml) in methanol (Fisher Scientific HPLC grade, 20 ml) was used as precursor and solvent respectively. The gas flow rate was set to 1 L min -1 . TiO2 films were initially deposited at 500 °C and subsequently annealed to 1000 °C in air for 10 hours and then allowed to cool to room temperature to obtain a pure Rutile phase. This was confirmed by X-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopy, where no traces of anatase were detected.
Chemical and substrate preparation
Each metal-oxide substrate was placed under a UV lamp (UVItec LI 215G model (λ = 254 nm)) at a rough distance of 1 cm between the lamp and substrate under ambient conditions, giving a resultant intensity between 12-15 mW. After 30 minutes of UV exposure to the substrates the UV lamp was switched off and aqueous spherical AuNP solutions of either 5 (Sigma), 50 (Aldrich), 100 (Aldrich) or 150 (BBI Solutions) nm in diameter were deposited on the substrate (0.15 mL). The lamp was then switched back on until the droplet had completely dried, typically 5 minutes. For SERS measurements the samples were then removed from the UV lamp and kept in the dark under ambient conditions for an hour. For PIERS measurements the samples were left for an additional 15 minutes of UV irradiation (a combined total of 45 minutes).
4-mercaptabenzoic acid (MBA, Sigma Aldrich) was dissolved in ethanol (VWR Chemicals) to create a 1x10 -5 M solution. 0.15 ml of the MBA solution was drop cast onto the metal-oxide substrates (with and without AuNPs) and excess solvent left to evaporate, typically 10-30 seconds. The substrates were then immediately placed under the Raman microscope for analysis.
For SEM images, a thin layer of pure Au (5nm) was sputtered on top of the metal-oxide substrates (with and without AuNPs) using a Q150T S sputter system under an Ar environment.
Characterization of substrates
Raman studies were conducted using a confocal Raman microscope (WiTec) equipped with a He-Ne laser (λ = 633 nm) with a bright field objective (Zeiss 100x NA 0.9) at an average power of 3 mW. The acquisition time for individual spectra and line-scans was 1 seconds where 4 consecutive measurements were averaged for each spectrum. For Raman maps acquisition time was reduced to 0.5 seconds where 75 positions were taken for 75 lines over a 10 x 10 µm square. For PIERS measurements Raman spectra were recorded at multiple positions across on the surface, as described previously, after which the position of the laser was moved significantly far away from the measured positions. The system was left in place at the same focus and laser power for an hour, to allow the return to the conventional baseline, whereupon a second Raman spectrum was taken at each measured position to determine the PIERS enhancement contribution solely due to induced vacancy states. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was carried out using a Bruker-Axs D8 (Lynxeye XE) diffractometer. A mono-chromated copper X-ray source (Kα1, λ = 1.54 Å) was used under a glancing incident angle (θ) of 1 °.
Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) were taken at 10 kV acceleration voltage, a working distance of 7 mm and an aperture of 30 µm using a Raith e-line system.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Thin films of WO3 (mono-clinic) and TiO2 (rutile) were grown via aerosol-assisted chemical vapor deposition (AA-CV) on quartz substrates, as described above. Substrates were exposed to UV irradiation for 30 minutes where subsequently solutions of Au nanoparticles (NP) (5, 50, 100 and 150 nm) were drop cast upon the thin films. The deposited solution was left to dry under UV irradiation. The crystal structure of the prepared films studied was confirmed using x-ray diffraction (XRD), Figure 1 . Peak characteristics of diffraction patterns for both metal-oxide films were confirmed with reported spectra in the literature and XRD databases. 4-mercaptobenzoic acid (MBA) was drop cast onto the films prior to Raman analysis. For SERS measurements the films were left in the dark for an hour, or more, to ensure surface oxygen vacancy induced during the nanoparticle deposition 14 and solution drying were completely healed prior to Raman measurements. Both metal-oxide substrates were found to have characteristic Raman bands for each respective material, observed at 78, 263, 768 and 939 cm -1 for WO3 and 438 and 602 cm -1 for TiO2 respectively, see Figure 2 . WO3 and TiO2 films with MBA deposited with no AuNPs were not found to show any Raman bands corresponding to MBA at any measured position (Figure 2a ) for both SERS and PIERS spectra. This was assumed to be due to low Raman cross sections in combination with low concentration of MBA used in the study. Figure 2a also shows an average Raman spectrum for MBA powder taken as a reference. Although 8 noticeable bands are present in the bulk spectra, due to restrictions of molecular orientation and the vibrational limitations on a surface only 2 bands were found for SERS measurements, namely bands at 1065 cm -1 and 1575 cm -1 respectively. These were attributed to v8 and v12 aromatic ring vibrations respectively. 24 As no bands for the metal-oxides were found around these regions, the appearance of both these bands, 1065 and 1575 cm -1 , simultaneously in spectra was used to identify the presence of MBA.
As discussed above, although drop-casting NPs is a cost-effective way of depositing NPs, it results in random orientations and a random distribution of the NPs, with large numbers of particles found at the edge of the dried ring. In addition to distribution affects resulting from the surface roughness, even an average of 10-20 single random spectra are not representative of the average SERS enhancement for each respective NP size for each respective metal-oxide. Hence, for each particle size on each respective substrate an average of over 100 spectra were taken. It should be noted that only spectra at positions on the surface where MBA was found were included in determining an average spectrum. WO3 and c) TiO2 thin films for 5, 50, 100 and 150 nm sized Au NPs. Raman bands for MBA were found on all substrates with AuNPs with significantly large SERS enhancements found using 50 nm particles, relative to the other sizes. Figure 2 shows noticeable enhancements of the MBA bands were found for every size of NPs chosen. However, it is clearly shown that the size of NP was found to considerably change SERS enhancement for MBA on both WO3 and TiO2. Similar average enhancements for 5, 100 and 150nm sized particles were found on WO3 substrates. For TiO2 films, the average enhancement for 5 and 150 nm sized particles was found to be similar in magnitude, whereas the 100 nm Au particles were found to give a considerably lower enhancement. However, for both WO3 and TiO2 films the largest enhancement in Figure 2 was found with 50 nm AuNPs. Hence, the enhancement of the analyte molecule significantly depends on the size of the NP used for SERS.
As described above, the primary mechanism for SERS enhancement with AuNPs relies on plasmonic electromagnetic field enhancements. With drop-casting resulting in a large and random distribution of inter-nanoparticle distances the average SERS enhancement shown is likely to primarily depend on this factor. Yet, other significant processes may also help explain the size dependency of the SERS enhancement. It is well known that by changing the size of the NP the local surface plasmon resonance can shift in frequency. 25, 26 A shift in the peak absorption frequency can affect the resonant transfer between the NP and the Raman probe laser, resulting in a large enhancement change. In addition, the interaction between the surfaces of the metal NP and semiconductor substrate may change with nanoparticle size, as less or more surface area is in contact between the metal and semiconductor. Furthermore, the position of the analyte probe molecule on the surface of the metal-oxide and nanoparticle is known to affect the SERS enhancement. Plasmonic assisted SERS heavily relies on hot-spot regions of large EM enhancements. Hence, if a molecule lies within this hot-spot region a large SERS signal can be seen. Conversely, if the analyte molecule orientates itself or binds outside the hot-spot regions, a much lower or no enhancement will be seen. The results shown in Figure 2 represent a combination of all these factors. 5 nm particles are likely to be too small to have an effective molecule-nanoparticle interaction for SERS applications. Although the large sizes of 100 and 150 nm particles allow more molecule-nanoparticle interactions, the significant decrease in surface area could explain the lower enhancements seen. The largest average enhancement in Figure 2 , suggesting that a possible optimum nanoparticle size placed on top of the metal-oxides surfaces, is for 50 nm AuNPs.
For commercial chemical sensing substrates, in addition to the SERS enhancement factor the likelihood of finding a hotspot region plays an important role. A series of Raman spectra were recorded across the surfaces of each respective metaloxide, for each size of NPs. The spectra were taken over the edge of the AuNP droplet in order to differentiate enhancements in band intensities of MBA arising from the AuNPs and from the metal-oxide substrates respectively. Optical and SEM images of the AuNP droplet edge can be seen in Figure 3b and 3c respectively. It is important to note, as described above, that the results shown here primarily reflect the relative distribution of each size of NP, as oppose to the possible enhancement for each respective size. Although one size may theoretically be able to confine stronger fields and therefore may be assumed falsely to be the ideal size, for practical SERS and PIERS applications to reliably form hotspot regions on the substrate is equally or more desirable. Figure 3a shows clearly no band intensities corresponding to MBA were found outside the AuNP droplets, as expected due to the very low SERS enhancements from dielectrics and results shown in Figure 2a . Figure 3d shows an enlarged part of Figure 3a , results found within the black lined square. It is clear that Figure 3a (and Figure 3d) show how MBA was found for each size of NP, although not at every position measured on TiO2. Similar results were found for WO3 films, this is not shown. Notably, low enhancements were noticed for 100 nm particles during the measurements, with very few sampled positions showing hot-spot regions. Although both 5 nm and 150 nm particles show a few positions of significant enhancement, again very few hot-spot regions were found across the surface. On the other hand, Figure 3a shows considerable enhancements at nearly every measured position for 50 nm particles, noticeably higher than all the other sizes. Many measured positions using 50 nm were found to be over 10x the enhancement, relative to the other particle sizes. A size dependence for SERS enhancements was also found by Bell et al. 27 , where thiophenol was used as a test compound. The results were primarily explained to be due to shifts in plasmon absorption with particle size, agreeing well with the results presented here. SEM images of each substrate were taken to compare the size distributions of the nanoparticles to the Raman results found in addition to determining the size of the nanoparticles, Figure 4 . The average size of the nanoparticle found with each AuNP solution was found to be around the values presented in this work (5, 50 100 and 150 nm respectively). The shape of each AuNP solution was confirmed to be predominantly spherical upon larger magnifications. However, interestingly within the distributions of 150 nm AuNP on each metal-oxide surface the occasional triangular particle was found to be visible within a cluster of spherical particles, images not shown. These were found to represent such a small fraction of the deposited particles that Raman enhancement effects from the triangular particles were presumed to be insignificant. A significant number of positions imaged over both metal-oxide surfaces were found to contain a large number of clustered NPs. These clusters generally do not exhibit as strong LSPR effects and therefore do not positively help towards SERS applications, as described above. Figure 4 shows a representative sample image from positions across WO3 substrates with each respective AuNP size. Figure 4a , 4c and 4d all show considerably large distance between the AuNPs (or small clusters of a few particles). This supports the Raman results where large distances (e.g. 10 µm) were found between noticeable Raman intensities, Figure 3 . The diffraction limit of the Raman laser used was calculated to be around 0.35 µm. Assuming the size of the Raman laser was slightly larger than the diffraction limit (as seen in optical images), we can assume around a 1 µm spot (or smaller) is sampled at any one time. From SEM images it can be shown that an average area of this size contains a small number of NPs at ideal distances for EM hot-spots on substrates with 5, 100 and 150 nm particles. Noticeably, Figure 4b shows many more AuNPs were found within the same sampled area, often as single particles or in pairs or with 3 particles together. Distributions of this type are known to result in more focused EM field and larger EM field enhancements, 22 which results in a more enhanced SERS signal, as found in Figure 3 for 50 nm particles.
A Raman spectral series of the the metal-oxides surfaces shown in Figure 3 were taken over a relatively large distance (around 85 µm). However, although this may shed light on how practical the use of each sized NP may be on a large scale, at the edge of the AuNP droplet, generally, a larger number of AuNPs can be found. In order to gain a better understanding of the nanoparticle size dependency of SERS enhancements a series of Raman maps were taken at a central region within the AuNP drop. Figure 5 shows sample Raman maps of each NP size investigated on WO3 substrates, where height in z direction is representative of the normalized Raman band enhancement for MBA (the 1065 cm -1 band). In comparison to the series of line spectra (Figure 3a ) many more Raman bands for MBA were found on the Raman map for 5 and 100 nm particles. However, as the line-scan is taken over larger distances it is possible for the measured spectra at each position to be an average of the local area. On all maps in Figure 5 it is noticeable that with only a small change in x or y one may not notice a hot-spot in close proximity. This can explain the apparent discrepancies between the Raman maps and line-scans. The average intensity of the Raman bands by mapping were slightly higher in magnitude than the line-scan average intensity for 5 and 100 nm NP, however the line-scan averages result from an average of many more spectra and for a longer period of time, which can result in a greater decrease in the measured intensity due to photobleaching effects. Yet, it is noticeable that there are some regions on the sample, as shown by Figure 5a and 5c where significant SERS intensity can be still be found even for the lower acquisition times. Figure 5d shows for 150 nm particles only 1 significant position showed a SERS enhancement. As shown in Figure 4d , this is likely to result from such wide distances between AuNPs and the much smaller area sampled for the Raman map. In contrast to the other AuNP sizes, Figure 5b shows more intense Raman bands were found for 50 nm AuNPs. Unlike above in Figure 3a , the Raman map for 50 nm shows many positions on the surface present no MBA Raman bands, however this follows the same explanation above for both 5 and 100 nm particles. The SEM image shown in Figure 4b does show that within the center of the droplet there are regions of the surface where no AuNPs are found. Although it was found to be highly likely to find a hot-spot region when randomly choosing positions within the center of the AuNP droplet for 50 nm particles. Hence, we can explain the apparent discrepancy between the Raman map and line-scan for 50 nm particles as follows; the line-scan taken in Figure 3 was conducted over the edge of the NP droplet, higher concentrations of NPs are present and so more positions sampled were found to have enhanced MBA bands. For PIERS studies, the metal-oxide substrates were under UV exposure for an additional 15 minutes (total of 45 minutes continuously) to ensure maximum vacancy production. After removing from UV exposure, MBA was deposited and Raman spectra recorded immediately. Both Raman bands corresponding to MBA were found to be enhanced above the standard SERS band intensity on both WO3 and TiO2 films. To determine enhancement effects only corresponding to the induced vacancies and not enhancements due to AuNPs (the SERS baseline), PIERS enhancements were determined relative to the SERS intensity at the same position. Therefore, a PIERS enhancement of 1 in Figure 6a corresponds to just a SERS enhancement without any vacancies present. As reported previously, noticeable enhancement differences were found between WO3 and TiO2 substrates, with much higher relative PIERS enhancements found on WO3 substrates on average, Figure 6a . For TiO2, 5 and 150 nm particles found little to no PIERS enhancement, with the average Raman intensity found to be of a similar value to the respective SERS intensity. 100 nm particles did show a noticeable PIERS enhancement on TiO2 substrates; however, this was found to be much smaller than the PIERS enhancement using 50 nm particles where the PIERS intensity for 50 nm NPs on TiO2 was found to be almost double the SERS. On WO3 substrates, 150 nm particles also showed a negligible PIERS enhancement. Yet, for all other sizes of NP, much greater PIERS enhancements were found in comparison to the same size NP on TiO2 substrates. 5 and 100 nm particles showed a 2-and 5-fold increase in the SERS band intensity, respectively. As with TiO2, 50 nm particles showed the greatest enhancement, almost 9 times the average SERS intensity. Figure 6 . a) Average PIERS enhancement found for each size of AuNP on WO3 and TiO2, relative to the average SERS enhancement. b) Estimate probability of finding a hot-spot region for each size NP determined from number of MBA bands found during Raman spectra, line-scans and Raman maps for SERS substrates and random Raman scans during PIERS measurements By sampling many random positions over the metal-oxide surfaces with AuNPs on, over 150 positions, around the center and edge of AuNP droplets, an estimated probability of experimentally finding analyte molecules was determined, Figure  6b . The recorded percentage chance of finding MBA was based upon all the SERS and PIERS measurements taken (Raman maps and line-scans in addition to random individual spectra recorded). Although an observable Raman enhancement for MBA on both WO3 and TiO2 was found for every size of NP, in practical sensing applications a large enhancement value is meaningless for a non-reproducible substrate or with a low probability of finding a position of notable enhancement. 5, 100 and 150 nm NPs on both WO3 and TiO2 substrates both showed similar trends with regards to the low chance of finding an MBA SERS or PIERS enhancement. Contrastingly, on average a considerable Raman band intensity was always found when sampled randomly using 50 nm particles. Although Figure 5b shows there are positions on the surface within the AuNP droplet where no SERS and as a result no PIERS intensity was detected, this was found to be the case infrequently. Figure 4b , and other SEM images not shown, show there were areas of the sample with few or no AuNPs present, within the AuNP droplet. However, when taking into account the size of the focused Raman laser, on average every position measured statistically contains multiple hot-spots, and so even within the "bare" regions the chances of not sampling any AuNPs was very low. The considerable change in probability between NP size may also explained due to the other mechanism described above. Namely, shifts in LSPR resonances over the different sized NPs used within this study and the importance of the position and placement of the MBA molecule on either the metal-oxide surface or AuNP, which are all known to have an affect on the SERS intensity. Hence, the results may suggest an ideal compromise between available interfacial surface area and likeliness of the analyte molecule reaching the interfacial region can be found with 50 nm AuNPs.
Overall, a clear NP size dependence on SERS and PIERS enhancements has been shown. Yet despite this, Parkin, Maier et al.
14 report the basis of the PIERS phenomena arising from surface oxygen vacancy states, which should be independent of nanoparticle size. Notably, the PIERS results reported in Figure 6a are relative to SERS baseline, hence are normalized with respect to positions of the analyte molecule and AuNP distribution on the substrate. As a result, the changes in PIERS intensities must result from changes in oxygen vacancy concentrations around the measured positions as opposed to other SERS effects. The general understanding in the literature of how UV induces surface oxygen vacancies relies on adsorbed molecules forming radicals on the metal-oxide semiconductor surfaces, after light-induced photocatalytic interactions. The formed radicals subsequently interact with the metal-oxide surface, resulting in vacancy formation. As described above, under ambient conditions oxygen and water vapor present in the air may interact with the surface vacancies, effectively healing the defect state. This mechanism appears to be independent of the AuNP, and so must be explained based on the results found in this study. The plasmonic nature of the NPs and metal-semiconductor Schottky barrier allows more efficient carrier separation and in turn has been found to enhancement to photocatalytic potential of the metal-oxide semiconductors. This has been reported to increase the carrier lifetimes, 28 which in turn can promotes an increased number of radical species and in turn oxygen vacancies. The interfacial surface area at the metal-semiconductor interface could affect the number of charge carriers that can be effectively separated due to interfacial metal-semiconductor plasmonic coupling, 29 and as a result the resultant number of vacancies available for PIERS enhancements. Furthermore, the position of the vacancy state may play a significant role in the PIERS mechanism, perhaps allowing effective resonant vibronic coupling only when the analyte molecule is placed close enough to both the metal-semiconductor interface and oxygen vacancy. This may largely depend on the ability for other adsorbed molecules on the surface to reach the metalsemiconductor interface or hot-spot region. Hence, the need for each species to be within the EM hot-spot region at the right position, can be significantly be affected by the AuNP size, granting an explanation for NP size dependency of the PIERS technique. To investigate and understand this further, simulations are likely to be required.
CONCLUSION
Two metal-oxide semiconductor thin films, WO3 and TiO2, were used as a platform for investigating size dependent effects of AuNPs for SERS and PIERS applications for 5, 50 100 and 150 nm sized particles. Through a series of Raman scans at the edge and center of a droplet of AuNPs on each substrate, a strong dependence on NP size was found. Pre-irradiation of the metal-oxide substrates prior to NP deposition was used in an attempted to encourage effective distribution of the NPs whilst keeping the deposition method relatively cheap, for practical applications. Comparing optical and SEM images with Raman mapping and Raman line-scans, the significant difference in SERS enhancements found for each size of NP was explained by the resultant distribution of each respectively sized NPs on the semiconductor surface. Many of the 50 nm particles were found to be randomly deposited consistently in preferred distributions, enabling many hot-regions to be found and a high probability of finding the analyte molecule. Although SERS enhancements of the Raman reporter were found on both substrates for every size of NP, an additional factor due to resonant Raman -between the Raman laser and LSPR for 50 nm particles -may have an additional effect causing an increased signal enhancement for 50 nm particles.
Additionally, an equally strong dependence on NP size was found for PIERS, substrates with induced surface oxygen vacancies present due to additional UV pre-irradiation. Relative enhancements were determined, considering all SERS contributions. Hence, the oxygen vacancy must play a primary role to explain the differences between each PIERS substrate, for each NP particle size respectively. As the generally understood mechanism in the literature for vacancy formation and healing is independent of the AuNPs, an explanation based on the size of the NP and ability for the analyte molecule (and surface vacancy) to reside close to the metal-semiconductor interface was presented. Further work on the interaction of molecules around the metal-semiconductor interface may shed light into this explanation and further explain the PIERS dependency on NP size.
